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Cocoa Programming for Mac OS X (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2011

	If you are developing applications for the Mac, or are hoping to do so, this book is just the resource you need. Does it cover everything you will ever want to know about programming for the Mac? Of course not. But it does cover probably 80% of what you need to know. You can find the remaining 20%—the 20% that is...
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Fluent PythonO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Python’s simplicity lets you become productive quickly, but this often means you aren’t using everything it has to offer. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn how to write effective, idiomatic Python code by leveraging its best—and possibly most neglected—features. Author Luciano Ramalho takes you...
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Java 7 Pocket GuideO'Reilly, 2013

	
		When you need quick answers for developing or debugging Java programs, this pocket guide provides a handy reference to the standard features of the Java programming language and its platform. You’ll find helpful programming examples, tables, figures, and lists, as well as supplemental information about topics including the Java...
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Spring 2.5 Aspect Oriented ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2009
Developing powerful web applications with clean, manageable code makes the maintenance process much easier. Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) is the easiest and quickest way to achieve such results. Spring is the only Java framework to offer AOP features. The combined power of Spring and AOP gives a powerful and flexible platform to develop and...
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Erlang and OTP in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	
		For a long time, the world of Erlang programming had only one book—The Book,1 released in 1993 and revised in 1996. Fanatics can still find it in print, at a price of over $100. A decade or so after its publication, The Book was getting long in the tooth, to say the least. The language had evolved to include several new and...
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Language and Automata Theory and Applications: 5th International ConferenceSpringer, 2012


	These proceedings contain the papers that were presented at the 5th International

	Conference on Language and Automata Theory and Applications (LATA

	2011), held in Tarragona, Spain, during May 26–31, 2011.





	The scope of LATA is rather broad, including: algebraic language theory;

	algorithms for semi-structured...
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Java 8 Pocket GuideO'Reilly, 2014

	
		When you need quick answers for developing or debugging Java programs, this pocket guide provides a handy reference to standard features of the Java programming language and its platform. You’ll find helpful programming examples, tables, figures, and lists, as well as Java 8 features such as Lambda Expressions and the Date and...
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Foundations of Databases: The Logical LevelAddison Wesley, 1994
The definitive book on the foundations and theory of database systems, including advanced topics not presented in any other survey book. Includes a comprehensive resource useful for any database researcher or practitioner that covers both fundamental and advanced topics.

Database theory is a relative newcomer to the field of computer...
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Craft GraphQL APIs in Elixir with Absinthe: Flexible, Robust Services for Queries, Mutations, and SubscriptionsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2018

	
		Your domain is rich and interconnected, and your API should be too. Upgrade your web API to GraphQL, leveraging its flexible queries to empower your users, and its declarative structure to simplify your code. Absinthe is the GraphQL toolkit for Elixir, a functional programming language designed to enable massive concurrency atop...
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Distributed Computing with Go: Practical concurrency and parallelism for Go applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A tutorial leading the aspiring Go developer to full mastery of Golang's distributed features.

	
		Key Features

		
			This book provides enough concurrency theory to give you a contextual understanding of Go concurrency
	
			It gives weight to synchronous and asynchronous data...
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Unit Testing in Java: How Tests Drive the CodeMorgan Kaufmann, 2003
Software testing is indispensable and is one of the most discussed topics in software development today. Many companies address this issue by assigning a dedicated software testing phase towards the end of their development cycle. However, quality cannot be tested into a buggy application. Early and continuous unit testing has been shown to be...
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Java Threads and the Concurrency UtilitiesApress, 2015

	This concise book empowers all Java developers to master the complexity of the Java thread APIs and concurrency utilities. This knowledge aids the Java developer in writing correct and complex performing multithreaded applications.


	Java's thread APIs and concurrency utilities are among its most powerful and challenging...
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